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restrictive vs liberal red-cell transfusion in for cardiac surgery
This study adds to the growing body of evidence that restrictive
transfusion protocols are not harmful in critically ill patients

In patients with severe sepsis or septic shock, does a faster time to  
completion of a 3 hour bundle of care, compared with a slower time,  
affect in hospital mortality? = Yes, a delay in the 3h bundle of care, increased

mortality in a large cohort of patients

Outcomes after Angiography with Sodium Bicarbonate and NAC
Sample = predominantly male patients with diabetes and chronic renal
failure. The administration of sodium bicarbonate +/- NAC did not prevent
the occurrence of major adverse events

Oxygen Therapy in Suspected Acute Myocardial Infarction
This large MCRCT shows that supplemental oxygen does not make any  
difference to outcomes in normoxic patients with suspected AMI
- other studies show trend to harm = use not warranted in normoxia

Angiotensin II for the Treatment of Vasodilatory Shock
Yes - it increased blood pressure. 
It will likely become available in an ICU near you.
More trials needed to look at 'clinically meaningful outcomes'

Age of Red Cells for Transfusion and Outcomes in Critically Ill Adults
There is no benefit gained from using the freshest blood available.
Also confirms that there is no harm from using the oldest blood in
the blood bank to transfuse critically ill patients

ICU patients aged over 75 years; does a recommendation for
systematic ICU admission vs standard care reduce 6 month mortality?
Increased ICU utilisation but had no affect on 6 month mortality.
In-hospital mortality was significantly increased in the intervention group

Individualized vs Standard Blood Pressure Management Strategies on Postop
Organ Dysfunction Among High-Risk Patients Undergoing Major Surgery
Targeting individualised BP reduced rate of post-op organ dysfunction in patients
undergoing surgery

Effect of Lung Recruitment and Titrated Positive End-Expiratory Pressure (PEEP) vs Low
PEEP on Mortality in Patients With Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome.
Confirms protective lung ventilation is the standard of care for moderate-to-severe ARDS
and that an open lung approach with recruitment manoeuvres should not be used routinely.

Effect of an Early Resuscitation Protocol on In-hospital Mortality Among Adults With
Sepsis and Hypotension. 
Consistent with previous studies in this area, protocolised intravenous fluids and dopamine
appeared to be harmful in African patients presenting with severe sepsis.
Alas, cannot translate well into a developed world setting.
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In adult patients with out-of-hospital cardiac arrest 
does the administration of ADRENALINE 
compared to placebo improve survival?

1. Paramedic-2



Important?

This trial provides the largest set of randomised 

data to date addressing this topic.







TLDR
• Large, pragmatic, good trial 
• OOHCA survival rates are abysmal 
• Better access to defibs and bystander CPR needed

Adrenaline improved survival but at the 
expense of poorer neurological outcome.





Strengths
▪ Pragmatic design, large numbers, randomised patients 


▪ Good internal validity due to rigorous methodology (less bias)


▪ Good external validity (generalisability)

▪ Multiple ambulance services across UK

▪ Balanced baseline characteristics

▪ Analysis adjusted for measured covariates.



FRAGILITY INDEX…. 

Although statistically significant, the fragility index with 
respect to 30 day mortality is only 6. 

▪ SEVEN patients randomised but not included  
in this primary outcome, it is possible that the statistical 
significance could be lost had these 7 been included  
in the analysis.

The fragility index is a number indicating how many patients would be required to  
convert a trial from being statistically significant to not significant



Patient Focused
▪ Outcomes clinical and patient centred 

▪ During design of trial 280 lay people were consulted on personal views


▪ Of these, 95% prioritised long-term survival  
with a favourable neurological outcome over  
short-term (hours – days) survival.


▪



However…

▪ Primary outcome was mortality, not neurological outcome  

▪ Power to detect meaningful differences in neuro outcome is low 

▪ There was significant loss to follow-up for the secondary outcomes 

▪ 20 (18.2%) in the placebo group and 29 (18.2%) in the adrenaline  
group were lost at 3 months 

▪ May be attrition bias.



2. SHOC-ED

In selected non-trauma patients presenting to 
the ED with undifferentiated hypotension, 
does a standardised point-of-care ultrasound 
protocol, compared with usual care, improve 
30 day or hospital survival?



AUTHORS SAID:  
In ED patients with undifferentiated 
hypotension, the addition of a point 
of care ultrasound protocol did not 
translate to additional benefit.





PROBLEMS

1. CONVENIENCE SAMPLE 
2. EXCLUDED DEFINITIVE DIAGNOSIS (AAA, ECTOPIC ETC) 
3. >50% PATIENTS WITH OCCULT SEPSIS 
4. TRIAL TERMINATED EARLY… thus…



PROBLEMS
347 assessed, 273 enrolled  
(138 POCUS, 135 Control)

Assuming a 30% baseline mortality, they needed a  
400 sample size to provide 80% power to detect a  

10% difference in primary outcome… 



PROBLEMS….

1. There is a difference between being ‘accredited’ and  
‘accredited and confident’ with POCUS 

2. Pragmatically, there will be large differences in practice  
(leading to CT etc) 

3. No availability of images to review retrospectively….



3. SALT-ED
Every day, over 1 million patients are administered IV fluids in 
hospital…. yet still a lack of evidence to favour one crystalloid 
over the other….



3. SALT-ED

In non-critically ill adult patients 
admitted to hospital from the ED, 
does the administration of a 
balanced crystalloid solution 
compared with normal saline, 
reduce hospital free days to day 28?



“What’s Hartmann’s solution? 
 Is that the one you can’t give in sepsis?”  
                                              - Anonymous Foundation Doctor

“No, we absolutely don’t stock Hartmann’s.  
That’s Surgical Fluid.”  
                                              - Anonymous Medical Ward Staff



GOOD Q - CONFUSING AREA
• Sheer variety, variability and lack of senior stewardship 
• 5% Dextrose? ‘NORMAL’ saline? CSL? Hartmann’s? Plasmalyte? 
• A good starting question - highlights a lot of ‘fluid problems’… 

•Re-prescribing Syndrome
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1
PATIENT'S VOLUME
STATUS

IV FLUIDS 
 

DRUG, DOSE, DURATION & DE-ESCALATION

Empty text

Assess your patient using: clinical judgement, vital signs and fluid balance including urine output.

WHAT IS THE PATIENT'S
WEIGHT?
(WITHIN 4 DAYS)

U&E WITHIN
PAST 24H

HYPO/HYPER/EUVOLAEMIC

GET ONE!
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INPUT/OUTPUT IN
PAST 24H
(BALANCE CHARTS)

CALCULATE

propofology.com
CriticalCareNorthampton.com

IV fluids are drugs, they must be dosed accordingly with a duration and plan for de-escalation.

Dr. Jonny Wilkinson - Anaesthetics/ICU - Northampton, UK 
Dr. David Lyness - Anaesthetics/ICU - Belfast, UK

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26575163/



SALT-ED



Tennessee

-ED
The Issue 

Intravenous isotonic crystalloids are commonly 
given in the ED, on hospital wards, intensive care 

units (ICUs), and operating rooms.

N Saline very commonly used! 
• Supraphysiologic chloride concentration of 

saline may contribute to kidney injury and 
impair a patient’s ability to recover from 
severe illness 

• Hartmanns (109 mmol per liter) and Plasma-
Lyte A (98 mmol per liter), are more similar to 
that of human plasma

NON-ICU Population? 
• Multitude of comparator trials in ICU, few in 

acutely ill patients without organ failure or 
other critical illness 

• Comprises a large patient population, 
routinely treated with intravenous fluids

The ED! 
• Investigation into IV balanced solutions Vs IV N 

Saline among non-critically ill adults 
• Hypothesis -  balanced crystalloids would 

result in earlier hospital discharge and a lower 
incidence of major adverse kidney events than 
saline?

• Vanderbilt University Medical Center ED 
• Pragmatic 
• Unblinded 
• Multiple-crossover trial

The Trial 
Patients admitted to the ED received either 
balanced crystalloids or N Saline 

Primary Outcome 
• Hospital-free days to day 28 
• Composite of in-hospital death and hospital 

LOS defined as the number of days alive and 
out of the hospital between the index 
emergency department visit and 28 days later

Secondary Outcomes 
• M.A.K.E within 30 days 

• Composite of death, new renal-replacement 
therapy, or persistent renal dysfunction at 
the earliest of hospital discharge or 30 days 
after the index emergency department visit 

• AKI > stage 2 
• In-hospital death

13,347

6708 
Balanced

6639 
N Saline

Hartmmans (95.3%) 
Plasma-Lyte A (4.7%)

1079ml ave volume received 
88.3% received assigned fluid 

Lower Cl- and higher HCO3- then saline group 
Less academia and hyperchloraemia

Hospital Free Days 
No difference - 25 days in each group 

Death 
Balanced = 1.4% 
Saline = 1.5% 

M.A.K.E within 30 days  
Balanced = 4.7%  
Saline = 5.6%;  

New RRT, AKI >stage 2 and in hospital deaths no 
significant difference seen

P=0.41

P=0.01

P=0.89

• Those with borderline renal failure or 
hyperchloraemia appeared to have the largest 
benefit from balanced crystalloids for avoiding 
M.A.K.E within 30 days and AKI 

• Stage 2 or higher AKI patients faired better 
with balanced crystalloids Vs saline with lower 
M.A.K.E incidence within 30 days 28.0% Vs  
37.6% P=0.001

Primary Outcome

Secondary Outcomes

@wilkinsonjonny

Self et al. Feb 2018. DOI: 10.1056/NEJMoa1711586



Also…
▪ CSL group blood results showed lower chloride,  

lower rates of acidaemia & higher bicarbonate levels  
vs 0.9% Saline Group.



STRENGTHS
▪ Important and RELEVANT for routine, clinical practice


▪ Pragmatic design = very few patients were excluded from the study


▪ More than 85% of patients received the allocated intervention 

▪ Patient focused primary outcome


▪ The RCT design = minimal baseline imbalances between the groups 


▪ The high quality of data analysis = useful for future studies.



Weaknesses

▪ Surrogate marker to assess  
M.A.K.E (major adverse kidney event) =  
serum creatinine  

▪ Does this translate to a patient benefit? 

▪ (SMART AND SALT-ED CONCUR M.A.K.E IS LOWER WITH BC’S)



Weaknesses
▪ Single study centre design


▪ The type of fluid administered in the ED was unblinded  
= ?physician bias in amount & timing


▪ No evaluation was made of fluid administration following hospital 
admission!!   
                     = ?impact of 1 litre of fluid given in the ED?


▪ Fewer patients in the balanced salt solution arm (83.8%)  
received the allocated study fluid, versus 92.8% in the saline group.



SALT-ED

• Results need to be replicated in a multi-centre RCT before  
any conclusions about the proposed deleterious effects of 
0.9% sodium chloride administration can be drawn.



4. PAMP-ER
In severely injured patients at risk for 

haemorrhagic shock, does prehospital 
plasma resuscitation, compared with 

standard-care resuscitation  
(not including plasma administration) 

 reduce 30-day mortality?





Author Conclusions

In patients at risk for haemorrhagic shock, the 
administration of thawed plasma during prehospital air 
medical transport was safe and resulted in lower 30-day 
mortality and a lower median PTT ratio than  
standard-care resuscitation.



Strengths
▪ Multi centre, RCT 

▪ Majority of trauma related deaths due to 
haemorrhage occur early - good PHC question 

▪ Primary analysis adjusted to account for 
prehospital crystalloid and RBC transfusion 
differences - reducing confounding.



Strengths

▪ Relevant population = high proportion having 
haemorrhage that required transfusion and surgery


▪ Intervention = simple to deliver and would be 
reproducible in systems already with capacity to deliver 
blood products


▪ Early separation of the KM effect makes its treatment 
effect more plausible (particularly if trauma deaths have early mortality).



Weaknesses

▪No mention of the use of prehospital TXA


▪ Economic analysis not performed


▪Resuscitation protocols were not standardised 
- local protocols.



Weaknesses
▪ The total volume given prehospital was not reported 

▪ Likely similar in both groups 

▪ BP & HR similar.



Why?
Unclear mechanism of action 

▪ The large mortality benefit appears to have occurred 
very early and a 8.2% mortality difference by 
24hours? 

▪ The difference in INR (1.2 vs 1.3) = statistically 
significant but unlikely to account for all of this 
mortality difference 

▪ Other potential mechanisms (?less crystalloid given, 
less RBCs, anti-inflammatory effects) not clarified.



So…

▪ The early (prehospital) initiation of plasma results in a 
significant fall in mortality in patients at high risk of bleeding 
without a significant increase in harm 

▪ Further blinded studies are needed to confirm this benefit, 
and to test its applicability in different trauma systems.



5. BEAM
In patients with at least ONE 
difficult airway characteristic, 
is the First-Pass Intubation 
success rate increased by using 
a ‘Bougie-First’ technique vs  
ETT & Stylet?





Some Thoughts
• Best study to date

• Outcomes were clearly better with the bougie

• Single-center study - where they (in previous 

2017 study) use bougie first already for >80% of 
first attempts!


• Best selection of patients to study - more ‘routine 
cases’ not airway horrendoplasties


• Mirrors my own thoughts.
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Questions?

Post questions/comments to 
@Gas_Craic on twitter! 

#18IAEM


